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PHA4GE - Data Structures Workgroup

The Public Health Alliance for Genomic Epidemiology 
(PHA4GE) is a global coalition that is actively working to 
establish consensus standards; document and share 
best practices; improve the availability of critical 
bioinformatic tools and resources; and advocate for 
greater openness, interoperability, accessibility and 
reproducibility in public health microbial bioinformatics.
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https://pha4ge.org/



PHA4GE - Data Structures Workgroup

Dr Emma Griffiths
Chair

Main Goal:

Develop, share, promote data standards and standardized data models to 
improve data harmonization, integration, transformation, sharing, and 
control/security.

Current projects:

● SARS-CoV-2 Contextual Data Specification

● Gene Detection/AMR Output Specification
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Areas of Interest:

Metadata standards, ontologies and conventions; Contextual data 
harmonization and sharing; Data inputs/outputs, APIs and interoperability; 
Result reporting and views; Data Security and Encryption; Identity 
management for role/resource based access
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Antimicrobial resistance (AMR) represents a growing public health crisis of 
global scope and relies on the detection of AMR genes from genomic data.

A large number of different bioinformatic tools have been developed to perform 
this task but differ in supported inputs, search algorithm, parameterisation, 
underlying reference databases and output formats.

The Antimicrobial Resistance Data Problem

Communication 
Barrier
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Using Genomics to Track Global Antimicrobial 
Resistance

Hendriksen et al, Front. Public Health, 2019
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abricate
tseemann/abricate

AMRFinderPlus
ncbi/amr

ariba
sanger-pathogens/ariba

srst2
katholt/srst2
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There are a small number of AMR databases, and lots of 
software which uses them to predict AMR, each with a 

different output format.

The FAIR Guiding Principles for scientific data 
management and stewardship

Wilkinson et al, Scientific Data, 2016
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The lack of standardization in the 
reporting of AMR gene detection 
greatly hinders the comparison of 
results across the public health 
sector. The myriad of options 
available for this purpose highlights 
a grave interoperability problem.

1.
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Standardized Output Specification

Data specification for the detection of AMR genes based on 
harmonisable, publicly available, community standards implementable 
via a report template with a standardized list of labels and terms and 
respective ontology identifiers.

Mandatory terms:

● Input File Name
● Gene Symbol
● Gene Name
● Sequence Identity
● Reference Database ID

● Reference Database Version
● Reference Accession
● Reference Sequence Length
● Target Sequence Length
● Analysis Software Name
● Analysis Software Version
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Standardized Output Specification

Report of 
tool X

Report of 
tool Y

Report of 
tool Z

Standard Report 
of tool X

Standard Report 
of tool Y

Standard Report 
of tool Z
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Standardized AMR Gene Detection Output

AMR Prediction
Tools

Lots of software with 
different output formats.

hAMRonization 
Workflow

Run any dataset through 
the set of tools.

hAMRonization
Package

Take tool-specific output 
and reformat to 
standardized output.

Standardized Output 
Specification

Enables consistent 
comparison of AMR genes 
detected by different tools.

The hAMRonization package automates conversion to a 
standardized output where tools can be built on. 
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We developed a standardized data 
specification to improve data 
harmonization and interoperability, 
implemented in a 
Biopython-compatible parser and 
command-line utility.

2.
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The hAMRonization Workflow

https://github.com/pha4ge/hAMRonization_workflow

Snakemake workflow to run 14 different species-agnostic AMR gene 
detection tools selected tools on a dataset, installing fixed versions of 
the tools from conda on execution.

Ensures:
● Reproducibility
● Scalability

Tool inclusion criteria:
● Specificity for AMR gene detection
● Open-source

Dr Finlay Maguire Dr Adam Witney Dr Simon Tausch
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The hAMRonization Package

https://github.com/pha4ge/hAMRonization

Biopython-compatible parser and command-line utility automatically 
transformation of reports from 14 different species-agnostic AMR gene 
detection tools into “hAMRonization”-compatible reports. 

Validation and programmatic use of the specification was facilitated via 
the development of JSON and SALAD schemata. Validation of the parsing 
utilities ensured by unit testing.

Dr Finlay Maguire Inês Mendes Alex Manuele Amos Raphenya And Counting!
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The hAMRonization Package

https://github.com/pha4ge/hAMRonization

> hamronize summarize --summary_type interactive <list of reports>

> hamronize abricate <report> --reference_database_version <version> \  
--analysis_software_version <version> --format json

Applies hAMRonization specification to output from abricate (OUTPUT.tsv)

An example from abricate:

Combining all the reports:

Summary output formats:
● TSV
● Json
● Interactive HTML
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The hAMRonization Package

https://github.com/pha4ge/hAMRonization

https://hamronization-demo.herokuapp.com
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The hAMRonization Package

https://github.com/pha4ge/hAMRonization

https://hamronization-demo.herokuapp.com
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The hAMRomization allows the 
dissemination of results to 
stakeholders in a single consistent 
format, allowing not only the 
comparison of tools and databases, 
but the validation of results through 
multiple detection algorithms. 

3.
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89 Klebsiella pneumoniae sequence data

RGI: BLASTp + CARD
RGI bwt (beta): Bowtie2 + CARD
AMRFinderPlus: BLASTx + BARRG DB
ResFinder: BLASTn + ResFinder DB

RGI
RGI 
bwt AMR Res

Total # unique gene 
names 140 223 70 46

Elizabeth Culp
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87 Pseudomonas aeruginosa sequence data

Dr Adam Witney

Isolates (ST=111) associated with 
Metallo-Carbapenemases resistance outbreak in 
the United Kingdom

● Most isolates (73) carried VIM-2,  conferring 
the resistance phenotype

● Dataset run on abricate, amrfinderplus, 
csstar, resfinder and staramr

● Multiple tools finding the same genes 
increases evidence, which increases 
confidence



Antimicrobial resistance is not driven solely
by the acquisition of genes. 

Variation through mutations represents 
a major component of the acquisition 

of a resistance phenotype 
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Antibiotic resistance dissemination 
mechanisms and pathways

Gupta et al, Environment International, 2020
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The hAMRonization Package

https://github.com/pha4ge/hAMRonization

Standardized Output Specification

Gene Detection Standard

Mutation Detection Standard

Additional terms:

● Genetic Variation Type
● Predicted Phenotype
● Predicted Phenotype Confidence Level
● Nucleotide mutation 
● Nucleotide mutation interpretation
● Protein mutation 
● Protein mutation interpretation
● Frequency of variant
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Sequence variant nomenclature system implemented for 
genetic changes and denoting sequence coordinates.

Due to the vast types of genetic changes that might 
occur, nomenclature is not easily understood. 
Programmatic interface to provide an interpretation is 
required.  

The hAMRonization Package

https://github.com/pha4ge/hAMRonization

Standardized Output Specification

https://varnomen.hgvs.org/recommendations/general/
https://github.com/conmeehan/laymansHGVS 
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The TB-Profiler case study

Jody Phelan

https://github.com/jodyphelan/tbdb/

TBProfiler database (tbdb) incorporates 1541 individual 
mutation/resistance associations across 16 
anti-tuberculosis drugs

Conor Meehan

● Genetic Variation Type:  protein_mutation
● Nucleotide mutation: c.1349C>T 
● Nucleotide mutation interpretation: 

This is a subst found in rpoB at 
position 1349 where the reference 
has a C and the sample has a T

● Protein mutation: p.Ser450Leu 
● Protein mutation interpretation: 

This is an amino acid subst found 
in rpoB at position 450 where the 
reference has a Serine and the 
sample has a Leucine

● Frequency of variant: 0.57
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Resistance phenotypes can be not 
only plasmid-mediated, or due to the 
presence of whole genes, but also  
chromosomal mutations. The ability 
to detect not just gene 
absence/presence, but more 
granular changes is of uttermost 
importance for different public 
health analyses.

4.
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Using Genomics to Track Global Antimicrobial 
Resistance

Hendriksen et al, Front. Public Health, 2019
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AMR Database Harmonization

https://gitlab.com/antunderwood/chamredb

Anthony 
Underwood

Inês Mendes Alex Manuele Dr Adam Witney Trestan Pillonel Varun Shamanna
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AMR Database Harmonization
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$ chamredb query -d ncbi -i qnrB2

AMR Database Harmonization
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$ chamredb query -j hamronize_summary.json -o hamronize_summary.tsv

AMR Database Harmonization

$ hamronize abricate report.tsv --reference_database_version db_v_1 \
--analysis_software_version tool_v_1 --format json

…

$ hamronize summarize -o hamronize_summary.json -t json *.json
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AMR Database Harmonization
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A unified global picture requires not 
only a common ground for the 
comparison of results from different 
tools, but a way to compare the 
databases that are used to generate 
those results.

5.
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cimendes@medicina.ulisboa.pt
Twitter: @ines_cim

Inês Mendes

datastructures@pha4ge.org 
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